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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Recognizing the need for improvements to their schools due to enrollment changes, programmatic 

changes and aging facilities, Swansea Public Schools engaged Habeeb & Associates Architects to 

conduct a study of possible facility options that will meet the educational needs of the current and 

the projected enrollment of the prekindergarten through grade 12 student population.

The purpose of this analysis is to determine the space needs of the student group and to develop 

recommendations and preliminary budgets for facility plan options. 

Initial Examinations

Habeeb & Associates Architects prepared a preliminary set of ten options for Swansea Public 

Schools to consider as possible solutions to meet the educational facilities needs of current and 

projected enrollments. The initial set of options explored retaining the current buildings and grade 

level configurations, preserving existing schools through renovations and additions, creating 

district-wide schools at all levels, changing grade configurations of schools, as well as school 

consolidations and closures.

The complete set of options (See Appendix C) was presented to Swansea Public Schools. The 

benefits and concerns of individual options were deliberated to determine the best conditions of 

each option. Careful evaluation of each option, resulted in the rejection of the initial set of ten 

options and the formulation of three new options.

Ultimately, it was determined that the best option was to pursue a solution that could solve the 

district’s space and condition needs with a minimal number of construction projects. Options should 

be limited to two or three construction projects, as each project typically requires four to six years 

from initiation to occupancy. This approach will create the greatest parity for all students in the 

shortest time frame. 
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Rejected Options

In summary the reasons for rejecting the first set of options include:

Aging Buildings

 The Gardner School and the Case Jr. High School were constructed in 1924, the Luther 

School was constructed in 1931, the Brown School was constructed in 1956, the High 

School in 1972, and the Hoyle School was constructed in 1992. Four of the six schools 

have surpassed the typical 50-year lifespan of a building. Given the age of these buildings, 

there will be significant renovations and upgrades required in order to create parity between 

schools and provide the desired educational environment.

Occupied Buildings

 Renovation/additions would be undertaken while the schools are in use. Phased 

construction schedules, which separate construction from occupied areas, will be 

necessary and increase project duration.

Drawbacks of Renovation Only

 The study explored going beyond a code-only projects to include addressing upgrades to 

the educational spaces based on current and anticipated future educational needs. While 

the overall cost of the renovation/addition projects may be slightly less than new 

construction that has not always proven to be true. Drawbacks for renovations and addition 

options would be:

o Extensive disruption to students during the course of 5+ projects, spanning 

numerous years

o Short-term solutions to the problem as opposed to the selected 50+ year solution

o Increased maintenance and energy costs associated with heating/cooling of six 

school buildings

o Substantial, additional costs would be incurred, attributed to inflation during the 

long time span of construction which is expected to exceed 25 years. The district 

would be required to repeat the lengthy process of 5+ years for each MSBA project 

and would be required to complete a feasibility study for each project.
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Going Beyond Code Compliance

 The main mechanical systems of the current buildings are at end of life and need 

replacement (for example, heating system and domestic hot water) or upgrade (for 

example, the current electrical capacity is insufficient to support today’s technology needs). 

The process of replacing and/or upgrading these systems will disrupt enough of the 

building that the entire building must be brought up to today’s codes. The estimated cost 

to just bring the building up to code would approach the cost of new construction. In some 

instances upgrades would simply meet code requirements and not address the educational 

upgrades needed.

Educational and Infrastructure Deficiencies

 New facilities are needed due to the following educational and infrastructure deficiencies:

o Electrical systems that are unable to support 21st century needs including basic 

power, technology and security

o Inadequate music and performance spaces

o Substandard physical plant and space needs

o Inadequate visual art rooms

o Absence of STE rooms to support new science, technology and engineering, 

curriculum initiatives

o Aging roofs, windows, doors and boilers with imminent failure concerns

o Inadequate air exchange in classrooms and common areas affecting ventilation 

and indoor air quality.

Advantages of the New Set of Options

 The added program value would have the ability to secure buy-in from the community.

 A two project solution would be the least disruptive to the educational program, require the 

least amount of time (number of years), highest impact of projects, value to program, and 

provide the best funding opportunities from MSBA, resulting in the best long-term financial 

solution for the Town of Swansea.

 The projects will maximize efficiency, optimize future cost savings, and increase building 

quality.

 Both school building projects could be built with green building techniques, and may be 

eligible for LEED certification if so desired, but in any event will have a smaller carbon 

footprint.

 The solutions consider overall condition and day-to-day operational costs against 

maintenance needs and space deficiencies.
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Accomplishing the Solution Goal

The goal is to provide appropriate and attractive spaces, flexible enough to meet the needs of new 

initiatives, to extend the life of each building for more than 30 years, meet all health and safety 

codes, and comply with federal and state mandates. All three options will accomplish the goal.

Each of the options in this report is detailed below and includes existing educational spaces, 

required educational spaces, operating capacities, size of additions and projected costs for 

upgrades, additions and new structures. The options are in no particular order as each has benefits 

and challenges which will require analysis prior to the selection of one to implement.

The existing high school building is under-utilized. It has a building area greater than that required 

for the current and projected future enrollment. Each option includes utilizing a portion of the 

existing high school building for middle school use, thereby reducing the amount of new 

construction for the middle school. The existing high school would be renovated and updated during 

the first major project. This approach also will provide middle school students with access to 

facilities that would not customarily be provided, such as a large auditorium, high school science 

labs, and technologies.

OPTION 1

This option would create a middle school/high school complex with a middle school serving grades 

5-8 and a high school serving grades 9-12. A new grade 1-4 elementary school would be 

constructed on a 33 acre parcel abutting the high school site. Hoyle School would become a town-

wide early childhood center, serving prekindergarten and kindergarten.

OPTION 2

This option would create a middle school/high school complex with a middle school serving grades 

5-8 and a high school serving grades 9-12. A new grade 2-4 elementary school would be 

constructed on a 33 acre parcel abutting the high school site. Hoyle School would become a town-

wide early childhood center, serving prekindergarten through grade 1.

OPTION 3

This option would create a middle school/high school complex with a middle school serving grades 

5-8 and a high school serving grades 9-12. Two elementary schools of equal size, serving 

prekindergarten to grade 4 would be created, one constructed on a 33 acre parcel abutting the high 

school site and a second by adding onto and renovating the Hoyle School.
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Overview Chart – Options 1-3

BROWN GARDNER HOYLE LUTHER JR. HIGH HIGH OTHER SITE

248 776 MS + 640 HS 704

1
Not used in this 

option
Not used in this 

option
Not used in this 

option
Not used in this 

option

PK-K GR 5-8 + GR 9-12 GR 1-4
424 776 MS + 640 HS 528

2
Not used in this 

option
Not used in this 

option
Not used in this 

option
Not used in this 

option

PK-1 GR 5-8 + GR 9-12 Gr-2-5
476 776 MS + 640 HS 476

3
Not used in this 

option
Not used in this 

option
Not used in this 

option
Not used in this 

option

O
P

T
IO

N
S

PK-4 GR 5-8 + GR 9-12 PK-4

Existing Building Existing Building with New Addition New Building
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Cost Summary for All Options

  Recommended Operating 
Capacity

Facility Upgrade 1 Addition / Construction Cost 2

 
 

 Pre-K - 
K

Grades
1 to 12

Total
Square 

Feet
Cost

Square 
Feet

Cost

Total Cost

Option 1

Middle School (Gr. 5-8) / 
High School (Gr. 9-12) Complex, 
New Elementary School (Gr. 1-4), 
Hoyle School (PreK-K)

248 2120 2368 187,800 $45,195,000 198,105 $128,768,250 $173,963,250

Option 2

Middle School (Gr. 5-8) / 
High School (Gr. 9-12) Complex, 
New Elementary School (Gr. 2-4), 
Hoyle School (PreK-Gr. 1)

248 2120 2368 187,800 $45,195,000 188,583 $122,578,950 $167,773,950 

Option 3

Middle School (Gr. 5-8) / 
High School (Gr. 9-12) Complex, 
New Elementary School (PreK-Gr.4), 
Hoyle School (PreK-Gr. 4)

248 2120 2368 187,800 $45,195,000 192,849 $125,351,850 $170,546,850 

1 Assumes total project cost of $50 / SF for Hoyle; $325 / SF for all other schools

2 Assumes total project cost of $650 / SF
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192,080 $124,852,000 $170,047,000


